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1be suspense builds as the Golden Knights prepare for FSU with a bye week -p. 20
The

Future

en
Katie Koestner to attend ·Sexual
Assault Awareness Week
Koestner received national
recognition after publicly discussing her own experiences as a date
According to the National rape victim. Near the beginning of
Victim Center, every minute 1.3 her freshman year at the College of
women are raped and every 15 William and Mary in Williamsburg,
seconds a woman is battered. Uni- Va., Koestner was raped by a fellow
versity of Central Florida Rape student who she had dated for sevAwareness and Prevention Net- eral weeks. An HBO docudrama
work is addressing these national "No Visible Bruises: The Katie
Koestner Story," featured the tragproblem on a local level.
The network will sponsor edy that nearly .destroyed her. On
Sexual Assault Awareness Week June 3, 1991, she appeared on the
activities beginning Sept. 18 that · cover of "Time" and in its article
will inform students and th~entire titled "Date Rape." She also was
Central Florida community on interviewed by the "Washington
where to go if they are sexually Post", ''.New York Times;' and the
assaulted, how to avoid situations "Chicago Tribune" and has appeared
that may lead to assault and how on "Larry King Live'', "Inside Edito defend themselves against at- tion" as well as many others.
Koestner, a resident of Penntackers.
"It's important that people sylvania, publicly discusses being
know what to do an·d where to go raped to give "a face" to statistics
for help if they become sexual about rape victims. In a "Philadelassault victims," said Mary Ann phia Inquirer" article dated Sept.
McCunn, UCFPoliceDepartment . 25, 1992, she stated: "Numbers don't
Victim Advocate and co-chair of mean things,.people mean things. I
the UCF Rape Awareness and wanted them to say, 'Katie is a softPrevention Network. "It's impor- ball player, she plays clarinet, she's
tant that they know help exists and a real person'"
The National Victim Center
they're not alone."
The network, which com- repor.ts 700,000 women are raped
prises 13 on-campus organiza- yearly, 22.2 percent are between
tions, wi11 receive help from Katie ages l 8 and 24, the same age as
Koestner in promoting its mes- · many college students.
"Rape among college students
sage against sexual assault.
Koestner will speak on date rape
at 7 p.m., Sept. 18 in the Student
see ASSAUit, page 2
Center Auditorium.
by SAMANTHA EADDY
Special to the Future

SG prepares for the
fall Senate elections
by JOKCHABUS
Staff writer

More than 50 students will
be on the campaign trail next
week, all with the same goal in
mind: to win one of 50 available
senate seats. More than one candidate is running for each seat.
Voting will be Sept. 1820, from I 0 a.m.-7 p.m. :Students will be able to cast their
ballots in voting tents on the
green by the Health and Physics
Building, the Business and Administration Building and the
Education Building.
Senate candidates run
from their colleges. The College
of Arts and Sciences has the
most seats with 18, the College
of Business Administration has
I 0 seats, the College of Engineering has seven seats, the College of Health and Public Af-

Inside
Manhattan South's ''Women Behind Bars"-F.4

Two w?nien and a baby sliare th~i.r lov~~ 8

News
Classified
Opinion
Features
Sports

fairs has six seats, and the College
of Education has five seats.
Additionally, there is one at
large seat and each of the area
campuses have one seat on the
senate.
Election Commissions set
guidelines for which those running must adhere. Candidates are
only ·allowed to spend $I 00 on
their campaigns, except for the at
large seat, where candidates are
able to spend as much as $150 on
material. ~•.'foreo ver, candidates are
allowed to have two large signs
and five stake signs around campus. Campaign material must be
kept 15 feet from the voting tents.
"Our main focus is to make
sure the election is run fairly. We
watch the election material to make
sure that there is no slander or
other things that would be bad for
the election," said Assistant Chief
Election Commissioner Kiet Ngo.
1-7
12
8-11
'f3.18
19-24
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Katie Koestner
to spmk at llCF.
from ASSAULT, page 1

V' The Florida Conservation Asso-

V' Roger Handberg Politica Sci-

ciation, whose purpose is the protection and conservation of Florida's
marine resources, needs volunteers
to answer phones and perform general office duties, including computer input, in our Winter Park office. Form ore information, call 6722058.

ence, and David Slaughter, Legal
Studies, will make a presentation
over-viewing the law school admissions process. For more information, call 823-2608.

Schedule
of Events
• Katie Koestner; speaks on rape
7 p.m., Monday, Sept. 18
Student Center Auditorium
• Mock Rape Trial:

''The Verdict"

• Film: Rape by Any Name
8;30 a.m., Thursday, Sept. 21
Fine Arts 202

•Film; Waking Up to Rape
I :30 p.m., Friday, Sept. 22
Visual Arts Building 132

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
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University Floral
& (;if"t Shoppe
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
OR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS

WELCOME BACK!

Bring Ad in for
free single rose
bouquet

4250 ALAFAYA 1R OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

DELUXE FIRM

Show Student ID and
Get a 10% Discount

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

--.!Football Special
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FURNITURE & BEDDING

Smiling Daisy Corsage
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• KING
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BED FRAMES
HEAVY DUTY

Smiling Daisy Bouquet
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

T

oday t~ere s~ems to be an investment expert or
financial advisor almost everywhere you turn.
But just how qualified are all these experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning. From investments and services designed
and managed with your needs and retirement security
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and
services TIAA-CREF has been providing for more
than 75 years.

8 p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 20
Student Center Auditorium
•Self-defense program:
"Streetwise"
7 p.m.,Thursday, Sept. 21
Student Center Auditorium

for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

....

UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

is a serious problem that needs to
be addressed, and that's what we
are doing, helping students to see
that not it's okay to force yourself
on someone or to blame sexually
aggressive behavior on what a
person is wearing or drinking. We
want students to be responsible,"
said Erin Brown, co-chair of the
UCF Rape Awareness and prevention Network and coordinator
of the Peer Education Outreach.
Two additional programs
will be featured: "The Verdict," a
mock rape trial, and "Streetwise,"
a self-defense program.
The mock rape trial will be
conducted by REACH (Responsible Education and Action for
Campus Health).
All attending the trial will
be asked to participate as jurors.
The trial will be held 8 p.m., Sept.
20, in the Student Center Auditorium.
The "Streetwise" progn,im
will be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
Sept. 21 in the Student Center
Auditorium. The program will
teach participants how to identify
potentially dangerous people and
situations.
Participants will be given
a quiz to determine their vulnerability to crime and then
taught how to defend themselves against attackers. UCF
pol ice officers Bob Coch and
Terri Pagels are certified i.n Defense Tactics Instructors and
will serve as the instructors for
the self-defense segments of
the program.
For more information about
Sexual Assault Awareness Week activities call (407) 823-2425

Internet Access Special

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARD ING RETIREMENT.
Our counselors are trained retirement professionals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treated a:; the unique person you are, with special
needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes
for an understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have ·plenty of choice and
flexibility in building your retirement nest egg-from
TIAA' s guaranteed traditional annuity to the
investment opportunities of CREF's seven variable

m

-

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. su

annuity accounts. And we're nonprofit, so our expense
charges are among the lowest in the insurance and
mutual fund industries.~ That means more of your
money is where it should l;>e-working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world, based on assets under management
-managing more than $145 billion in assets for more
than one and a half million people throughout the nation.

TIAA-CREF:

THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.
It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the
education and res.e arch community, your best choice is
simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping
you p:r;epare for retirement, our annuities will.ad'd up to
more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment
Hotline at I 800 842-2888.
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This past weekhurydreds oflJCF stu~ents lined GreekRow to participate
.
i:,~: in Fratemi ty Ru5h:Un! ike Soror:i ty Rush, both women and men from UCF show
up al the Rush parties to meet other studenl~ and have a good time.
1
Of course on! y the men are actually rush mg the Fraternities. It seems the
1
sorority women show up to support the Greek system, according to Denise
I
Welsch of Alpha Xi Delta. Welsch al o pointed out thata1cohol is not present
at the Rush events.It is not just a rule for rush, she feels, "Ydu don't need alcohol
to have a good time:·
For Fratemity Rush, theRushies have a Rush Advisor for IFC (Interfratern1ty Council). Scott Puleo, a Rush Advisor, explain why he enjoys being a
Greek. "It just reminded me of the group of guys you grew up in high school
with."
During the parties, at each house, the Rushies try to get to know as many
brothers as possible while the brothers try to do the same withal! oftheRushies.
At a Lambda Chi AJpha Rush Pany, Doug Whittington, explains, "I moved
down here from Virginja and I didn't know anyone. Prior to rush I saw a lot of
what went on at college. The people just didn't seem like they were going"
anywhere. I wanted to be associated with people who were motivated to do
something. So I joined Lambda Chi three years ago and I've loved it every step
of the way."
Alpha Tau Omega brother, Robe1t Rodriguez, has very strong feelings
on why he chose to go Greek and why others should as well. "I think all
gentlemen and young ladies alike are coming out [of high school] and need a
·sense of direction. They need somewhere where they can ha".e guidance, they
need somewhere where they can have a solid foundation backing the educational system that UCF promotes. Sororities and Fraternities are geared toward
tomorrow not what we have today. They are not geared toward all the parties
and the animal house of the past. The children of tOmOffOW have a sense of
direction. They are relying on each other and that is what soro1ities and
Fraternities are all about."
OtherFratbrotherswerewi11ingtosharehowtheyfeelbeingGreekhelps
them as well. Kappa Sigma's, Public Relations Chair, Todd Gillick, expressed
what he felt beingGreek is good for, 'The life long friendships that I have made,
tl-)e connections have just o.Pened up a whole new world of oppo1tunity with
activities on campus, student government and leadership within the fraternity."
During Sigma Phi Epsilon's rush pmty Vice President, Tom Hodge,
mentioned how he felt rushing has helped prepare him for the rea1 world. ''Rush
is like selling a product I've been through nine rushes and you're selling Sig Ep
as a product. That's helped me in my business career and with my interviewing
skills."
· · 'There are many pluses to Greek Life that some people ar~ unaware of.
One such advantage of being Greek i having such a lar·ge network of friends
because ifl'm having trouble in a class, thGre is always a brother who has had
thatclass,''DJHamiltonofSigmaChipointsout. ''Youhaveolderbrotherswho
were in the same position as you who were t:Iying to get through their first two
years ofcoHege. They've had those classes and basically know ho.w they go. It's
really good that you can go to' them [the older brothers] for advice."
After being at UCF for a fow years, Sigma Alpha Epsilon Brother, Joe
Bernisky, has realized something very irnpo11ant, "My first
of school at
UCf, in Engineering, they taught me about elewons, atoms, and how
everything work.S butthey didn't teach me how to bea person. The Greek systef!l
filled that void in there."
This year's fraternity rush has proven to be positive as well. Aaron
ClevengerofDelta Upsilon feels this has been their best rush yet. "I am not really
sure why this issu~ha great rush. I think it's because we've matured. After being
:'
here three years, we've learned how to do it this time. I think we've matured in
.··.
our rushing abilities so that we could play with the big boys."
One of the so called big boys is Pi Kappa Alpha. Derek Witherspoon of
Pike summed up why he went Greek, "I folt that the Greek system provided a
window of opportuniLy to .develop college men academically, socially and
profossionally."
One last advantage to being Greek at UCF, Hal Orensky of Phi Delta
.:
Theta states, "There is no life on this campus without Greeks·, and I wanted to
be alive on campus."
Once you think about it, Orensky may be on to something. Greeks please
keep in touch. I am sure everyone had a great rush so now it is time to move ori
.::·
I• M
to other subjects. Tel I me about your study hours and everyone's goals for
\
GPA's,
and about your pledge programs. E-mail me at
1
(
r..___..1 Lgilley@skynet.oir.ucf.edu
l'1
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WELCOME BACKTO UCF
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

RECEIVE

1Oo/o DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF l.D.

r---------------,
FREE SUB

I
BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB
I
. AND GET A JUNIOR FREE
I
I
G R I L L
AVAILABLE AT THESE
I
I
MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
I
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFrER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PEA VISIT. I
L
_ _ llli!I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .

ijiiFRE'ED'R'iNK &FRiES,

•

f"
1
1

FREE 20oz DRll-IK AND SMALL FRIES
1
1
WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
L
OR CHICKEN PITA
AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAM! SUBS GRILL:
•

I
I G R I L
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO. FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
I
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PEA VISIT. I
L

______________ ..
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~tudent Government ~enate elections are coming up,

how are you going to decide on who to vote for~

HOT DAlE LINE
Over 30,000
Girls & Guys
Nationwide!
You choose the Area Code!

CALL 1-900-622-0027 Ext. 531
$2.49 per min. Calls can be between 1 and 15 minutes
Maximum cost $38.00 Touch-tone phone required
Under 18 must get parent's permission
(Customer Service) Strauss Enterprises. (408) 625-1910

THE ULTIMATE SPRING
BREAK

HEDONISM 11NEGRIL, JAMAICA
"

~LEASURE

COMES IN MANY FORMS"
CAN YOU TAKE THE CHALLENGE?

PRESENTATION BY
ROY ALE VACATIONS AND CRUISES
AND
SUPERCLUBS

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 18
7:00PM-8:30PM
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON HOUSE
R.S.V.P. 260-2424 ASK FOR AMY
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Coming Ne~ Issue:
D David Swartz, Jr., A Little
Twist, with what is funny.
O Dan Griffin, The Liberal

Media, talks:about himself.
O Pat Fox, the Opinion Editor

talks about nuclear tests by
France.
O Guest Writer Darren Crovitz

takes a stab at the Greeks
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters ~nd article. Submissions may be mailed,
faxed, e-mailed, or brought to our offices. Call for
details. Call now. Call often.
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Two women and a baby-love is love
D Alana realizes that
there's more to Family
Values than empty
f.acades of an
upstanding image.·
Lets face it, in today's society ttie "traditional family" is they would explain their relationship with one another to the
scEirce. How many people do you know whose biological child and at what age would the child be able to understand.
parents are still together and happy? Our society has changed, Being the pers.on that I am, I asked . They told me, "A family
is a gift oflove, and that is what we intend to show our baby."
and we are responsible for changing it.
I was there for the baby shower. Seeing all of the
I would like to share with you a conversation that turned
into an argument between my brother and me. I was telling my beautiful cards with encouraging and supportive words from
mother a story about a four-year-old girl who was being friends and family helped me believe this was going to be a
·taught how t9 water-ski by her parents. My brother inte1TUpted wonderful experience for them. I was there for the birth. I
by saying, "Aren't they the two women who had a baby remember holding the newborn little girl, looking down at her,
my eyes filled · with
together?" When I retears thinking, what a
plied yes, he said, "Oh
miracle. How blessed
that's a fine up-bringthis little girl is to have
ing for that little girl~"
-two loving parents. I
I thought for a moment
was there for her first
I
find
it
very
difficult
to
write
about
myself,
so
bare
with
me
on
the
and with a great deal of
birthday
party along
fortitude I said, lack of self-possession. I guess I should start with the basis of my education.
with all of her grand"THAT little girl has I remember first grade as if it were yesterday. My teacher was very strict.
parents, aunts, uncles
two parents who show If we were loud and disruptive, she would make the entire class I_ine-up
and cousins. She was
her more love and give around the room with our faces toward the wall standing on our tip-toes.
surrounded with love
her more attention than If we came down from our tip-toes, she would paddle us with a very large
and commitment. She
most children get these weapon. Can you even imagine school' being like that today?
has grown into a beaudays. Shouting, he
When second grade came, I was in a blur. I knew something big was
tiful, caring and funny
said, "They are raising happening, but I didn't quite understand the meaning of integration. I only
little girl.
her to be gay and that is _ knew that my parents were very upset. Two days after school started my
This story is
not right." Smiling, I parents removed me from public _school and registered me in a Southern
about two women who
replied, "No, they are Baptist ~chool. Wow, what a difference. I will never forget this one
decided not to live
raising her to be her particular Bible study class. They showed us films of when the world came
th~ir life in darkness.
own person a~~- not to an end, and if you were not saved your head was cut off or you were
judge people for the · burned to death. At this time I was a third grader, and you can believe the ..Instead, they chose to
walk proudly in the
way they choose to hve following Sunday in church my butt was saved.
their li{e, and maybe if
light. Ih doing so they
Fifth grade through high school I attended Indian River Academy.
more peopie raised I was definitely a "C" student. My parents were very proud my senior year
brought a child into
their children that way when I was voted class clown. At least it explained the "C" average.
this world, showered
her with love and in' there wouldn't be so
At I 8, I found the world. Being in -a private school, which seemed
much ·hate and preju- all my life, I felt cheated. I wanted to see what life was really like,
stilled in her a high
self-esteem.WHAT A
dice in our society ." unsheltered. I found such life-lucky for me I made it trrough alive. The
My brother, being a shockofreality sent me back to school.I received my A.A. Degree in 1994,
FINE UP-BRINGdivorced young father and lam currently seekingaBachelor'sDegree in Organizational CommuING FOR THAT
UTILE GIRL.
of a five-year old, knew nications at UCF.
exactly what I was reBeing brought up in a prejudiced environment, I rebelled
I am sure there
ferring to. He turned and became the person I am today. When I write, I will al ways
are many people out
and left the room.
refer to things that I have experienced first-hand. I am a strong
there that would agree
Love, patience believer in healing the world-so to speak. Al.though I am not a
w1th my little brother
and education are three mother, and probably never will be, I am considered by my
and those are the
of the most important friends as motherly. I am always quick to give advice and for
people I truly feel sorry
attributes we can give some odd reason people accept it with gratitud-e. I am terrible at
for. Society has held
them prisoner to the
our children today. The accepting compliments , but I love to give thef'.I. Through writtwo women I have re- ing I feel I express my feelings easily and openly.
old, to the oblivious,
ferred tohavedonejust ._____ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___. to the unchangeable
that. They first established a profiting business and then pattern of thoughts in their minds. Relax, people~ Live life for
bought a beautiful home. After seven years of contemplating what you make of it and Jet others be proud of their accomthe idea of a baby, they did it. I have to admit I wondered how plishments as they see them.

Meet the Writer'
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Perot for President-a few reasons why I Executive vetos in SGA
For certain Americans who
are disenchanted with the government (that might be everyone,
right?), the search for a presidential
messiah who will deliver us from
politics-as-usual has ended with H.
Ross Perol.
It is· easy to see why Perot
garnered so much support in l 992, record and its handful of bigoted
and he might just get it again in members who give it a bad name?
1996. Why? He isn't a politician.
Perot, who appears to be in
He is not interested in playing poli- touch with people, embodies the
ticians' games. He champions hard American Dream. He started out
work, ethics, curbing lobby groups' humbly but meteorically rose to bilinfluence and favors a limited, effi- lionairestatus by creating Electronic
cien~ government. When have we
Data Systems (EDS). His political
heard that from a - - - - - - - - - - • watchdog group
politician?
United We Stand
A regist";\.u
supports reforming
fro
and limiting governlf!dependent,I voted
for the irrepressible
ment, eliminating the
deficit, limiting
Texas billionaire in
1992. Considering the damage to terms of career politicians and lowAmerica that Bill Clinton hath ering taxes. Most of its members,
wrought, I can sleep at night know- defying the "right-winger" stereoing that I didn't help put him in type, are suspicious of the Religjous
Right. With such credentials as these,
office.
But will Perot run for presi- how can Perot not win over a subdent again? He seems to be keeping stantial body of voters?
Critics contend thatPerotmay
us in suspense. That troubles those
of us who frown on the two-"party not be president material because,
system and its candidates. And why as a no-nonsense businessman, he
not? In nearly every election in re- may be too inflexible to deal with
cent history, we have had to choose Congress and checks on his power.
the lesser of two evils instead one of · Add to that the fact that running as
two decent candidates. Who isn't an Independent means riding in on a
fed up with the Democratic Party's dark horse; not many people know
high taxes, Big Government ·and what to make of this now-you-seewelfare state? Who isn't weary of it-now-you-don'tparty in Washingthe Republican Party's under- ton. Independent candidates surface
whelmingenvironmental protection every now and then: George Wallace

When have We
heard that m
a politician?

LETIERS

----

You guys should really be
ashamed of this rag you call a
newspaper. I'm not sure of the
direction that Sean Perry is aiming to take The Future, whether
he'll continue to publish frivolous
and synthetic fluff along with cowardly coverage of SGA and the
Greek_Council. He should really
consider returning to the Enter~
tainment Editor's position. Your
Editorial Section is a joke! Both
of David Swartz Jr. 's attempts
were fruitless, unavailing assaults
at corriedy. He should return to
California where his piteousness
may be admired as humor. His
article ··welcome to fall term"
was complete and utter nonsense.
Brynner W. Yee's effo1t "Constitutional protection for the U.S.
flag" was vain and extremely
fusty. Yee needs to learn to think
for himself and stop imitating his
con ervative heroes. By the way,
if my right to be unpatriotic!
At least Dave Bauer, the
forn1cr future editor. was brave
enough to take some ri ks and
pre·ent an opin ionated publication. What I've read thus far is
hopele sl) inferior.
Another grievance that I
have is that while you provide a
ale and relalivel)' trite publication. ) ou try and presenl your·c 1ves with a hip, progre "Sive image. Evidence: "Wamed... ton'ed

or sober writers" Volume 28, No.
I , page l 9. Get real !
Now I know that aJI I've
uncovered here may bea bit cynical, but I can offer some positive
criticism-compared . to t~e
InPrint, your page designs are
exceptional, your grammar and
readability are excellent, and the
quality of your publication (in a
physical se_nse) is superior. They,
however, have a crucial element
that you despairingly lack, t>ERSONALITY!
Lucki 1y for you, the semester is young and you still have
tirpe to re-invent yourselves, but
until then I will be deeply unsatisfied.
Lawrence Resslar
Junior - Philosophy

EDITORIAL RESPONSE:
rm just thrilled to get a
letter to the editor. My deepest. ·
apologies for not being opfoionated enough for your taste. I myself would love to have MORE
opinionated articles to publish.
H wever, I do think that Brynner
is quite opinionated, and so is
Dan. But in all fairness. I'm not
sure you had a chance to read
Dan's article before you wrote or
mine. I think David is quite amusing. So. on that we'll have to agree
to di agree. Iappreciateyourcompliment on our page layouts. On
that ubject I agree with ) ou
whole- heartedly.
-Pat Fox, Opinion Editor

I

in 1968, John Anderson in 1980,
and Per~i in f 992. The I ndeperiden t
Party wants to be a force _to contend
with; and if ?erot or Colin Powell
run for president on that ticket, it
just might be.
In mid-August, there was c,t
United .We Stand conference in
Dallas in which Perot supporters
expressed their disinterest in Bob
Dole and justifiable disdain of
Clinton. The possibility of Clinton
getting re-elected scares me, but it
may be unlikely, for Perot has rightly
bashed this fraud who resides in the .
Red House (sorry, White House).
Perhaps frustrated with the Democrats, Perot advised voters to put
Republicans in Congress in 1994 . .
That was .. sage advice if I've ever
heard it.
But wiIJ Perot run? I have
read that certain supporters don't
want him to; they would prefer it if
he remained at the helm of United
We Stand, keeping an eye on politicians. In his book United We Stand:
How We Can Take Back Our Coun!I)'.., Perot addresses readers: "You
are the owners of this country. Nobody else can do the job. Our system
has been corrupted because we
weren't exercising our responsibilities as owners."
So true.

ment ifratified by"the students and
sign~d ,by Tubbs, decideq· it could
Pr. Levestbr Tubbs is up to veto :·the
. amendment before·
. it was .
his old tricks again. This time he presented to the Students.
refuses to allow the placement of
The third amendment p~ssed
three SGA Constitutional Amend- the Senate, and theExecutlveBranch
ments on the fall ballot for student even signed it. But Levestor Tubbs
approval.
took out his ink pad, like he has done
The first amendment would so many times in the past, and vehave removed the Student Govern- toed it. Tubbs believes the student
ment Vice President from the office body could not make an informed
of Senate President. The Second · decision on whetherornottochange
one would have placed the office of "the" to "a." Come on Lee, students
Senate President in the Constitu- are not that stupid. And as for the
_tion, thus filling lhe void created by first two amendments, I bet that
the first amendment·. The third one . Student Government . could have
would have changed "published in educated the students in FIVE
the major stu9ent publication'.' to. weeks. I wish Student Government's
"published in a major student publi- caretaker was more of a facilitator
cation." This was suggested because and less of an obstructionist.
there is more than one student pubEnough about Tubbs, lets talk
lication on campus.
about a tuition increase. Yes, beThe Student Senate passed lieve it or not, the administration
the above mentioned amendments wants to dive deeper into yourpoc;kby more than a two..:thirds vote. Ac- ets. They evidently did not taise
cording to our constitution, the next · enough money with all of the new
step. would have Deen to advertise fees they ·added this semester, so
the amendment and then put it on they. '?'ill be coming back for more.
the ballot forthe students to vote on. ·.I ~illl$.eep you informed of what is
·If more than fifty percent o{ th.e ·goirig on ·as soon a5 I find out:
students voted for the amendment,
I would like to encourage evit would then go to Tubbs for his eryone to vote in the Senate elecsignature.
tions. Students need strong repreThe Executive Branch, who sentation in Student Government
is supposed to execute the amend- now more than ever. ·

Not funny? I'll tell you whafs not funny
This week at the Ame1ican
Humor Institute of CA, we will be
writing about humor, with special
attention given to what is funny, and
what is not. Let's start with what is
not funny. This probes into~ complicated aspect of funniness: Humor Morals. Humor Morals are
about as hard to pin down as Family
Values, but there are a few subjects
that one should never poke fun at.
Some topics hit below the belt.
The first such topic is a
person's medical condition. If you
were to see someone in a wheelchair, it woo'ld be considered rude in
this country- to follow that person
around all day and constantly make
paraplegic-related jokes.You should
also never mention, for instance,
that someone is missing an eyeball,
leg or three-quarters of his head. It's
just common courtesy.
That concept is explained in
HumorMoral#l :Jokesaboutmedical disorders and diseases are tasteless (except for diseases whose name
tarts with some sort of animal and
then "pox·'-as in cow p~x~chicken
pox and llama pox). The e_'meaicaf
problems.· for reasons beyond my
explanation,"are comical.
The second thing that a humorist shouldn't make fun of is re,ligion. It's no_t that religio·n isn't
funny, it's just that some ·people
tend to get deeply offended when
you joke about their religion. If you
make a little quip about a person's
religion. they'll usually begin to
preach at you explain how you have
inned andeventuallycondemn you
to Hell. In certain areas of South

Florida they'll actua11y put a curse
on you.
Humor Moral #2: NEVER
1idicule or joke about a faith or
religion, unless it's clearly a really
dumb one wherein they worship
Michael Bolton or John Tesh.
Another subject that should
not be jested upon is poor or homeless people. It's just not nice to go
around joking and pointing_at poor
peopleorthoseon welfare, unless of
course they just bought a new Ford
Thunderbird with food stamps. In
that case, feel free to say anything
you wish.
. . But even though there are a
few exceptions, teasing or playing
pranks on a homeless person caught
outside in the rain or sleeping in a
·gutt~r.is thought by most people to
besome~hat impolite. Forexample.
if you were riding down the road
and saw a derelict taking a nap in the
gutter, it would be unmannerly to
run him over. Aga_in, it's just ~qm- ·
man courtesy.
·
Humor Moral #3: It's not
funny to run over hofTleless people,
even if you do have the right-ofway.
Another topic that you should
DEFIANTLY stay awqy from joking about is the abortion issue. Abortion is one VERY touchy subject. If

someone were to tell the joke about
the duck, Jeffrey Dahmer and the
abortion doctor to a group of extremists on either side 9f the issue,
that person 's body would soon have
many, many bullet holes in it.
Humor Moral and General
AH-Around Good Idea #4: Stay
away from abortion banter. Let's
never speak of that subject again .
If one learns to follow these
simple Humor Morals, the number
of subpoenas received should be
greatly reduced. By now you're
wondering, "There are so many
things that-aren't funny and l ca11 "t
joke about; t.ell me, what IS funny?"
Dete1mining what is fu~ny
can be as complicated as fi g uri~g
out what isn't funny:In fact, that
·topic deserves a column all to itself,
which gives you an idea as to what
Tuesday's column will be about.
Due to space restraints, there ·
is one Humor Moral which I had to
exclude: Humor Moral #5: The joke
about O.J. Simpson and Christopher Reeve is very tasteless and
crude. Never say it in public unless
you're truly sick-minded. (E-mail
me if you want to hear it, though)
*Hey look! An Interacti\e
Columnist! E-mail me at
david.swartz@outdoor.com and tell
me if you can taste a difference
between butter and margarine.
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The UCF Office of Student Activities and
Divisio·n of Student Affairs ·
will be facilitating a seminar on

Communication:
"The Key To Success"
This is an exciting opportunity
for the University's community
of student"·leaders to work
together and expand their
awa{eness of communication.

The Office of Student Activities
invites the officers or leader representatives
of your organization to attend .the

7th Annual Leaders' Seminar
at the Grand Ballroom &... Courtyard
catered by Puff 'n Stuff .

Saturday, September 16, 1995
8:00 a.m. ·- 2:00 p.m.
RSVP by Friday, September 8
to the Office of Student Activities
Student Center Room 198, 823-6471
Casual Dress

. Lunch is provided

Classified

The Central Florida Future

Club Info

PHONE REPRESENA TIVES

Earn 3 elective credit hours with
approval from the Cooperative
Education Program or the College
of Busi ness. Our UCF/Research
Park facility is open! We have
day, evening, and weekend
flexible shifts available. Norrell
Services is looking for motivated,
energetic individuals with
excellent communication skills
Female looking for apt to share.
and a desire to succeed. We offer
Kirn 677-1511 /
$7.00 per hour base salary;
monthly team, completion and
Person wanted to share 2bd/2ba apt referal bonuses, paid training, paid
vacation, and a great working
t Whisper Lake in WP, Must be ok
with dogs. $285/mo+ 1/2 util. Call enviomment! Call Troy at Norre11
Services today for an immediate
Cyndra 763-5875 leave rnsg.
appointment! 384-8549. Norrell
Services, EQE, ADA, No fee.

Roommates

Errand runner l ?-20 hrs(wk, $6/hr
(flexib_Je hrs) for offic~ located
near Fashion Square. Valid drivers
liceryse and knowledge of basic
auto maintenance required. Lv
message at 657-5870 between
I :00-6:00 pm.

Creative Buisness Opportunity
earn income working at home .
Send $1.00& SASE to Opportunities 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
Fl 32826

Experienced Borland Ctt
programmer wanted. Windows
expt. Send resume to: DMSC
Inc., 815 Eyrie Dr. Ste I c Oviedo
, Fl 32765 No Phone Calls

KCO Inc. Typing/$1 .50/678-6735

Resumeffyping- professionally
written. Call 249-0398 for quote.

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English 'in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call (206)632-1146 ext.
J54181

For Rent

Room for rent in private _h ome
on 10 acre horse farm Furnished
or Unfurnished 300.00 19-rno-all
utility's incl. 365-9875

Babysitter, lite hsekeeping own
car refs rqrd 3:30-6:00 Call after
6:30 366-8466

Student Programmer, any major,
MS-Access and/or Visual
BASIC, 20-30 hr/wk, flex
schedule, Lake Buena Vista
AREA, $1 O/hr, send resume to
Enzian Technology, 3251
Progressa Drive, Ste A, Orl ando
Fl, 32826, EOE. NO CALL/
WALK-INS

LAE (Criminal .Justice Dag.)
Meeting is scheduled for Thurs.
Sept. 14 at4:15 pm in rm PH
221. For more info.
Call 426-1184

1---------------,1

Hungary; I am to! Can yol! talk
and sell, Great! Incoming calls
House for rent-large 5 bedroom 2
selling Bahama Vacations. They
1/2 bath, large lot, l+ mi.le from 1-------------~ call~d you. Great school hours,
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
UCF $950/month. Please ca11 672Days: 8:00 am to 4:00 pm or
Earn up to $2000+/month. World
5772(present tenant) 657·Nights 3 pm to l 0 pm. Income
travel. Seasonal & full-time
4 I 24(Kristin owner) .·
Potential, First month: $200 to ·
positions. No exp necessary. For
$300 per week. Afterward
info. call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
depending on ability $400 to
..· C54181
$500 per week. Call Robert
De Voe, Sales Manager Unique
Travel Services 426-1 195 & Fax
Mary Kay Cosmetics 1/2 price!!! · Need a job? Earn easy cash. Up
in Resume to: 767-0941 leave
to $500-700 week] y. Work at
Moving - must sell Call Sharon message when you can be
hqme, set your own hours. Don'~
366-1150
reached.
I was once a student,
let this extraordinary opportunity
easy
school
money. Free Bahama
pass u by. Send $1.00 and SASE
For sale: 85" Brown sleeper sofa
Vacation
available
for _perforto American Dream Ent. I 0151
($75), 6 ft. wooden hutch with 6
mance
and
length
Univ. Blvd. Suite 317 Ori, FL
drawers ($50).
of employment.
32817
Call Jan 894-2922

For Sale

Raleigh 48 cm racing bike $375
cable converters $40. 282-2502

Help Wanted

Valet Parking Position Available
Ff/PT great tips, hourly,
commission. Please call Erik at
222-9475

Desktop Publishing by Claire
Very professional, very quick,
very resonable. 14 yrs. Exp.
Mcintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162

Wanting to hire female education
student to help homeschool two
female students-5th and 9th
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for
Debbie. Flexible hours.

·:T he Central
Florida Future
Classified section
really works ... just
ask the guy next
· to you in class.
FREE

M~NE~

FOR C'OL.L.E·GE _

Billions to be claimed
All students quaIiiy
$350 guaranteed

Instructor for childrens co·mputer
classes. Afternoons & a few
A.M.S. Call 263-5782

for a nominal processing fee

Call _Besa at John Patrick Com ~srv (40_7).671-9973

A c ·o mp·lete Exaln & Xray"s

EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. S37,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727

0110 (INITIAL)

A special dental care ojfir for UCF students...

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

F 0 R $9 !
(A $65 Value)
Current UCF ID required

Earn extra income. Looking For
Leaders to seli quality products
on and off cari1pus." Part time-will
train. Call George 366-8421
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at
home. No experience. Info 1-504646-1700 Dept. Fl-307

September 14, 1995

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
·See you then! Offer expires 12/31/9 5

UCF TEAM DENTIST

II i;ouroflice policy !ha! lhe paliem and any Olher person responsible for paymcnl ha> !he righl 10 refuse 10 pay. cancel paymenl. or be reimbur.;erl for paymcnl foranymher service.examination.
or 1rcatmcn1 11;hich is oerformed ~a re;ull of and wi:hin 72 hours of Te.\POndin2 101hc <Klvcnisemcn1 for the free. discoun1ed fee. or reduced fee .crvice. examiru11ion. or 1reatmem.
·

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
·
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experiende and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hrmy. so and Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando

,----~-~----~---~~-----------------~-------------~----,
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Pleasecheckoneofthefollowmg:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos

_Greek Comer
_Club Info

_Singles

_Help Wanted

_Cash

_Tutors
_Check

·_Roommates

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring S e m e s t e r s . ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAY-.
-MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

~- -

-

-

-

- -

Name, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~

CLEARANCE OUTLET
r

$1·79
Sofa &
Matching Chair

BEDDING

~

TWIN ....................... $99
FULL ....................... 109
QUEEN ................... 129
KING ....................... 169
Set Includes Mattress,
... Boxsprings and Frame _....

s199

4-pc. Oak
Bedroom Set
•Dresser• Mirror
• Nightstand

5-PIECE
DINETTE

Pre-Leased Name Brands ...
LEA• MORGAN • BASSETI
• LANE • BROOKWOOD
• QUASAR• SINGER • VAUGHAN

998 N. Semoran Blvd.
281-1097
(on 436 across from Office Depot)
"LOOK FOR THE GREEN AWNING"
G'
c.-.
::!.

Old Cheny Hwy.

-ci
~

i:i::l

Hwy. 50

*

~

e
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A
home

office

B_order Cantina Mexica·n

NEED FINANCIAL AID?

~est~-urant

4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

_Best Mexican Food in Central Florida
~---DAILY SPECIALS----

<sl.00 ICEHOUSE DRAA -& $2.00 MARGARITA?
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333

Hello, hello, hello.I'm back after
a short break read~ to give you more c
music info than you could ever care to
know.
If you are into acid jazz get you~
butt to Sapphire Friday and Saturday
night to checkout Whatltls, ajazz, funk
and soul outfit. You've got two days to
check them out so don't miss 'em.
Blues guitarist Sonny Landreth
~ill hit the Sapphire the very next day
bringing his fiery brand ofblues guitar to
Orlando. He's been featured in Guitar
Player and Guitar World magazine in
. l
. recent months as weI1 as more malnstream publications. If you play guitar to
want check this guy out. He' 11 tear your
head off.
IsitjustmeorhastheMTVmusic
video awards show turned into one, big
waste of time. The whole thing stunk
from beginning to end, but the worst
parts had to be the pre-show and post
show interviews. I mean, did we really
need a Courtney Love/Madonna interview. The only thing more sickening
thanstaringatKurtLoderfor 15minute ,
is looking at Loder next to Love's
cellulite-ridden ass for five minutes. To
top it off, Loder tried to ,involve himself
in Flea and Anthony's post show goofing and madea fool of himself. Keep that
guy behind the news desk.
I caught Cage of Hands at
Barbarella Wednesday. Look fora story
on them in a couple of issues.
Red Red Meat, my favorite Chii
cago band, have a new album coming
out in.October, andlcan'twaitto getmy
grubby paws on it. I heard they devasT.
tated all in attendance at the CMJ last
week, which I'm sure made the big boys
at Warner and Sub Pop happy. Hope<
. fully they'll head our way real soon.

Week.end
Concerts in a Flash
Freakin Wizards
at The Mill
Deborah Coleman
at The Junkyard

Friday
What It Is
at Sapphire
Hairy Buzzard
Gizzards
w/ Spit Ualues
at BT Grinders

Saturday
PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS:

D

Citibank Federal
Stafford Loan

D

Citibank Federal PLUS Loan

(subsidized and unsubsidized)
(for parents of dependent students only)

D Citibank Graduate
Loan Program

(for graduate students of all disciplines
- please indicate your field of study)

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:

Citibank (NYS)
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for
Operator 268.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Apt._ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _Zip_ _ _ __
Telephone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

Social Security# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
You are currently:

D an undergraduate student

D a graduate student

Angel of the Odd
at The Mill
Sam Riuers Trio
at Go Lounge
Think Tank/Cage of
Hands/Shakes
at BT Grinders

Sunday
Sonny Landreth

Year of graduation _ _ _ _ _ __

at Sapphire

If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing:
D Medicine (allopathlc and osteopathic studies)

Monday

D Business (MBA)
D Engineering

D Nursing

__
....
- - D Other

(please specify)

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.html

CfflBAN~~

I

Ed Tyll Liue
at 'lab Yum

RHiS Party
at The Club at Firestone

J

·
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Theatre Downtown to~es extreme 'Measures'
by LAURA BUNDY

the extensive program notes, which
explain that "following the economic
crash of '98, the fabric of Viennese
Measure for Measure has long society has been rent between the
been considered one ofShakespeare's forces ofanarchy and totalitarianism."
most difficult plays, as much for audiIt seems that Bell's solution to
ences as its performers. Rather than the unpleasantness of Measure's plot
focusing on timeless ~niversal themes was to place it in a world pushed to its
(Jove, death), as Shakespeare's more most jagged edges, where the quespopular plays, Measure finds its con-- tionable moral choices of its characflicts in social issues, involving _poli- ters would seem more like survival
tics and religion. The play's plot is than sin. Whenasked abouttheharshmoved along by such unpleasant de- ness of the play on opening night, Bell
vices as "the bed trick," possibly more responded, "It was just waiting for the
acceptable in the 17thcentury,in which 20th century."
the villain believes himself to be seThe20thcenturyhascomewith
ducing the heroine, when another afurytothisproduction,andwhilethe
woman has been substituted for her. settingilluminatessomeaspectsofthe
Further, it features neither the Joie de dark comedy, it too frequently takes
vivreorlovablecharactersofthebard's on a lifeofitsown. The program notes
lightercomedies.
are very long, giving summaries of
This does not m'!ke Measure both the setting and of various organifor Measure a bad play. The language zations in the play, one of which did
of the work creates many moments not even exist in Shakespeare's origithat are both moving and beautiful. .. nal. A detailed timeline occupying
However, thescript'sdifficulties, when half of one program page explains the
confronted by a director attempting to political events.leading up to.the procreatesomethingmorepalatable,seem duction, beginning" J996-Austrian
to inspire extreme reactions. Such is Secessionist Movement sets up City·
the case with director Bobbie Bell's StateofVienna."Perhapsifthatmuch
vision of the play at Theatre Down- information is required to support the
town.
resetting of a play, it is best left in the Set in Vienna in the year 1999, original form.
Bell's Measure takes place against a
For we find that, too often, it is
backdrop of crime, depravity·and fas- hard to find this play behind the setcism. In this incarnation, the villain, ting. In the opening of the show, so
Angelo, is the leader of a puritanical much energy is spent absorbing what
military party. TheSisterhoodofSaint thedirectorhastocommunicateabOut
Clare, where we find the heroine, his world that it's easy to miss what
Isabe11a, is a feminist order of nuns Shakespeare is saying about the plot
whichshunsthepaternalisticCatholic and characters. The play's best moChurch in 1997. We learn this from ments are achieved in spite of the
Theater critic

setting, rather than because of it.
Most of those moments belong
to Paul M. Wegman, playing the very
human Duke Vincentio. Audiences
wi11 remember Wegman as Flan in
last year's excellent Six Degrees of
Separation. He is a comforting, tough
and witty presence as the Duke, and
shows us the most. likeable side of a
role which is often compared to
Prospero but is less endearing. Also
notable are.Mark March and Michael

Bradley fortheir very funny, although
occasionally heavy-handed, portrayals of Lucio and Pompey, respectively. Alyssa Simon is radiant in the
smaller role of Mariana
Ultimately, a number of good
performances and well-written exchanges prevent the atmosphere of
all--0utattackon the audience' ssenses.
The last scene, in which the villain is
punished and the loyal are rewarded,
reminds us wh Shakes are is eas

to enjoy. While this no-holds-barred .
production of a difficult play may not
appeal to all Shakespeare buffs or
even regular theatre-goers, it is worth
seeing for the . inte~esting staging,
Wegman ' s powerful and studied performance and the absolute beauty of
the playwright's language. Meamre
for Measure, directed by Bobbie Bel1,
plays at Theatre Downtown through
Oct. 7. For reservations and information, call 841-0083.

Computer Nuts
Mail Order Prices .. . local~y .
Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs

DELUXE SYSTEMS
Pentium-100/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-90/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-66/ 8 MB RAM
486DX4·100/ 8 MB RAM
486DX2·80/ 8 MB RAM

$1,759
$1,649
$1,399
$1,279
$1,249

c._ _ __,__
to

~g$_!Q¥!~!1:.!.{QlYs________________

I 8 16 RAM- 486
8 to 16 RAM- Pent
1 .2 MB Floppy Drive
Diamond Stealth 64
850 MB Hard Drive
1275 MB Hard Drive
Quad Multimedia Kit
420 MB Tape Drive
800 MB Tape Drive

I

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
·Add
Add
Add
Add

270
280
47
80
40
90
279
169
199

Trackman
Mid-Tower Case
Combo Floppy
17" CTX 1765GM
15" Mitac 1564
14.4 Fax Modem
Flightstick
. 280 VA UPS
Surge Arrest w/tel

Add 79
Add 30
Add
61
Add 450
Add 110
Add 54
Add 39
Add 105
Add 25

Deluxe Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, RAM , 540 MB HOD, 1.44 MB Floppy Drive, VLB IDE
.
2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB VLB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard ,
Case w / 250 Watt Povver Supply, WindolNS '95, Microsoft Mouse

50% off Upgrade Labor with this Ad.
Quad Speed Kit
· 27g
Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 129
Sound Blaster AWE32 289
Double Speed CD-ROM 79
Sound Blaster 16 IDE
84
80 Watt Speakers
69
Quad Speed CD ROM 179
Sound Blaster Pro Dix
79
LABTEC PC Speakers 19
Great Prices
Choose from our selection of CD titles

7359 Lake Underhill Road
(At the comer of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit) -

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

Phone: (407) ·382-9031
Fax:
(407) 658-9615
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Need Some.EXTRA
Cash?

by CINDY ELAVSKY
Staff writer

Rising cover charges .· got you down?

Don't

Sick of. living off -noodles?

waste the year working a drivethru

window!

communication

Im.prove
skills

your

without

saying, "Would you like fries with
that?" We are now hiring enthusiastic-UCF students at the UCF
Foundation far our '95-'96 .Phanathon. 'lt

~ au ~ Ut-

r~~IE!Nl[)Jp · raising the overall excellence oF

llCF

and getting p_a id for it all_, then call us at
249-4740 . .

SEE-doctors transfonn man
towoman. SEE-anorgyofthedead.
In the 1950's, these words flashed
across movie screens. A\ldiences were
titillated by bad acting; ,~ad writing
and bad direction. If it weren't for
these movies, Mystery Science Theater 3000would have nothing to make
fun of. Manhattan South Studio Theatre (the theatre that brought us The
Brady Bunch: Uncensored) does just
that in their production of Women
Behind Bars, a satirical look at these
1950 B-movie gems.
The play begins in the Greenwich Vi11age Women's House of Detention with a riot and an attempted
jailbreak. The uprising is squelched
by the Matron of thejail, played by
Chuck Swafford. We are introduced
to the diverse cast of characters with
· (purposely) stereotypical character
traits. Blanche (Sallie Glaner) is the
.~ Mississippi debutante who wears
· crinoline under her prison skirt. Cheri
(Rose Marston) is the squeaky-voiced
prostitute a JaMarilyn Monroe. Granny
(Sandy Starr) is the matriarchal veteran who is serving 42 years for murdering nine husbands. Ada (Joanie
Melekian) is the maniacal pyromaniac who spouts prophecies and gibberish as a result of being placed in
solitary confinement one too .many
times.
Soon, Mary-Eleanor (Shaye
Cahill), who is as pure as the driven
snow; is introduced as the newest
inmate. Her new inmates welcome
her by raping her with a broom handle
and a condom. Gloria (Rebecca
Wicks) tells her it was nothing against
her, it was merely an initiation. The
plot thickens.
TheplaytracksMary-Eleanor's
seven-year stay in prison. She becomes fast friends with her new inmates and unwillingly develops an
intimacy with the Matron. We soon
find out that most of the inmates have
some sort of relationship with the
Matron. We also find out very early
that the Matron is bad, and the inmates
are good.•
Mary-Eleanor becomes pregnantas a result of off-stage intercourse
with her husband, Paul (Jason
Baerhold), a~d the Matron (I know,
it's confusing). The women try to hide
the pregnancy from the Matron, but
. soon after Mary-Eleanor gives birth,

Yl_

the Matron takes the baby away.
. _Qµadalupe, played by_Leslie
Ramos, receives a chicken as a gift,
but the chicken is disCGvered by the
Matron and is taken ..away. As
Guadalupe's punishment, her hair is
cut off.
This is not a very nice Matron.
Something has to be done.
John G. Peros has created an
ensemble of actors who work well off
one another on an intimate stage. The
small stage and few set furnishings
provide well for the cramped, lockedin feeling of an over-crowded jail cell.
Mr. Peros directs his actors in such a
way that each movement has a reason
behind it, and that reason is usually to
draw laughs. The actors make full use
of the tiny stage; after the first few
scenes, you realize the size of the set is
an asset, not a hindrance.
The action is fast-paced and
frantic. Some jokes go over the audie~ce' s heads, and some slap them in
their faces. Either way, it is certainly
entertaining.
The finest performances of
the play are given by the inmates.
Shaye Cahill's Mary-Eleanor is
sticky-sweet with wide-eyed wonder. Even after her lobotomy, she
remains innocently naive. Sallie
Glaner is the perfect Blanche; her
f:lCCent and strolling gait are wonderfully.Southern. When the doctor
tells her she has to stop living in a
fantasy world and face reality, she
responds, "How can I without a
protective makeup?" After a few
scenes, Rebecca Wicks waims into
her role of Gloria and presents a
strong, supporting character.
As the Doctor, Ray Zayas
draws a few laughs with his physical comedy, as does Chuck
Swafford. However, it is clear that
the play belongs to the women.
The sharp witofTom Eyen's
script is actual.I y the starof the show
One-liners and absurd situations rule
the play, and the actors go all out to
present these in the truest, most hilarious fashion. Satire is .always a
motive and always achieved.
If you're expecting a night of
eleganttheatre, WomenBehindBars
would not be your choice. But, if
you want raunchy, in-your-face fun,
check it out. The play runs until
Sept. 23, and tickets range from six
to eight dollars. Call Manhattan
South Studio at 895-6557 for info
and reservations.

Priceless (jift

----t

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Heahhy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation p'rovided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.
SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS

Apply in
Student Government
For lllor~ information _call 823-2191

GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH)

$5.00 OFF
YOUR PURCHASE OF
$25.00 OR MORE
(EXPIRES 11 30195)

Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball.tennis.etc.

I
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reviews of the freshest flicks on video

*

The Jerky Boys
(R, Touchstone, Sept. 12)
The masters of marketing a
crank call need a few lessons in
filmmaking. The first 20 minutessome laughs. The rest-a downhill
crapcapade. Jokes got old, real fast.
Script was tiresome and withered
with plot scenarios that were simply
shameless.
l/2MajorPayne
(PG-13, MCA/Universal, Sept. I 2)
Damon Wayans is Major
Payne and he deals best with pain.
Way ans plays the soldier whose run
out of missions. So the only job left
is to teach a bunch of military school
punks about the army.
Payne is a simple comedy. The story stays close to the kids
with Payne and the relationships he
has with the them. There are some
funny sequences which make crafty
use of older drill sergeant cliches .
and Wayans carries himself well.
And, he holds up the wisecracks·for
the entirety of the film .
The writing is strong and
imaginative. Just wait till you hear
Wayans' war-inspired version of
''The Little Engine. That Could."
Pulp Fiction
(R, Miramax, Sept. 12)
Quentin Tarantino's second
directorial achievement is another
masterpiece of extensive character
analysis and a collage of beautifully
choreographed violence. Like his
first film, Reservoir Dogs, Pulp, in
its prime, is gut-wrenchingly sick,
as well as twisted and insanely funny.
Career performances by Samuel L.
Jackson and John Travolta and an
Oscar for Tarantino's screenplay.

**
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112 Jefferson ill Paris
(PG-13, Touchstone, Sept.19)
Nick Nolte sang in I'll Do
Anything and Hollywood cut most
of his scenes. Now in Jefferson in
Paris, he dons a wig as Thomas
Jefferson. They won't cut him out
here but video is about the only
place to catch his journey through
Paris, a city in the middle of a revolution.

courtesy /HOLLYWOOD

Nolte aod Scacchi heat up
Jefferson in Paris.
Co-starring Greta Scacchi and
Thadine Newton, Jefferson is primariiy a iove story but is di"sguised
as a historical drama. Nolte grows
on you but is still hard to believe as
the slave-conscience master. The
romances are like standing water,
never going away, but always there.
Jefferson is racy in its tone
but most shocking is the historical
perception of our third Pre~ident
you'll get while watching.

***

1/2 The kJadness of
King George (R,Hallmark, Sept.19)
The strength of The Madness
of King George feeds off the outpouring of versatility &nd desire to
provoke emotion from Nigel
Hawthorne, who plays King
George- sheer brilliance.
A sarcastic comedy with serious tones, Madness mixes it up with

URLANDU UUTDUURS
The Family
Camping

Store

282-0505

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

25¢ Wings~
Monday - Friday 11 - S
All Day and Night Saturday

courtesy/ HALLMARK

Nigel Hawthorne (left) plays
King George.
countless weird acts involving blue
piss and farting. The film fall when
Hawthorne is absent but awaken
when he re-enters.
Backed by a blazing, miraculously appealing soundtrack, Madness is an admiring picture which
makes a mockery of the Royal Family. Nigel's Oscar nomination was a
worthy one. Long live the king.
*-;\:: Losinglsaiah
(PG-13, Paramount, Sept.19)
·
In the spirit of the Sunday
Night Movie, Losing Isaiah's plot is
thin and ill-mannered. Not leaving
too much to the imagination, Isaiah
goes from crying mothers to courtroom outbursts and in bet ween some
cute little shots of a ball-capped
Isaiah.
The kid is adorable and Sam
Jackson walks through his role as a
braveheart lawyer. Losing lsaiah is
just as interesting as watching a real
custody battle. And, the winner still
loses.

Also due out 9/!2-9/i9:
Before the Rain, Buffalo Girls,
Children of the Corn 3,Little
Odessa, A Little Princess
. •Reviews by Derek Krause

Movie Guide

Suaplies

For The
Adventurous

Exalorer

THE ULTIMATE·SPRING
BREAK

. HED.ONISM II .
NEGRIL, JAMAICA
" PLEASURE COMES IN MANY FORMS 11
CAN YOU TAKE THE CHALLENGE?
PRESENTATION BY
ROYA.LE VACATIONS AND CRUISES
AND
SUPERCLUBS

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 18
7:00PM-8:30PM
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON HOUSE
R.S.V.P. 260-2424 ASK FOR AMY

Enzian Theater

(6i44<Xi2)
AMCFashion ViOage 8
(8567688)
General, Cinema

atCokmialPromenade 6
(8!XJ-77(J7)
GC atFashion Square 6
(8562571)
University8
(657-ltfil)
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's).
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny
like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard®card. Then
you could use it to huy ·t he things you really want.
And with these .College MasterValues®coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it 1s. MasterCard. It's more than a credit car4.._It's s.mart money.:"
r ------------------------------,-------------------------------1------------- - ------- ----------,- ------ - -- ---------- --------- -,
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50% OFF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME
Save 50% on absolutely every eyeglass frame plus..
bonus discount of$20 on our best lenses. Sale
includes any eyeglass frame in stock when you purchase a comf.lete pair of eyeglasses and use your
MasterCard Card. Lens discount applies to our best
lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required .

:

l
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Offer valid 8/15/95 10 12/31/95. Offer valid only
COUEGE
00 purchases using a 1"\asterCard"' Card and when
the COLLEGE MastcrValucs®offcr#C3WAis
mentioned. Offer void where prohibited, c:axed,
-l~~~~
or remicc~d. Coupon may ~ot be com~in.cd
~*~~~
\vith :my orhcr coupon or discoum. Shtppmg and
~\UE!:;
__ __ __ _ _____ ~a~dl~n~~e~~.:_ ~~~n.:_ ~~u~c_re~~r_:h~c.:_ :_ _ _ ______
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I

CAMELOT

THE WALIJ STREET JOURNAL.
49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

I

SAVE $3 OFF A CD
Here's music to your ears ... save $3 on one regularly priced Compact Disc at $6. 99 or inore when
you me your MasterCard® Card. Limit two $3
discounts per coupon, per purchase. Lim.it one $3
discount per box set purchase. Offer Not Valid
Without This Coupon . COUPON #336
Offer and coupon valid 8/15/95 10 12/ 31 /95. Offer...
v.:alid only on purchases usmg a MastcrC:u;d&'Card.
Surrender coupon" ameofpurchase Co~pon •
has no cash redempnon v:ilue Olfcr void where
prohibited, taxed orrescnctcd Coupon may not
be combmed Wlth any other discount Discount

u )

:

: Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
1
you'll always treasure. Save $35 on 10K gold, $70
: on 14K gold or $140 on 18K gold. Call
I
1-800-952-7002 for more details. Mention
: offer #9501.
1
I
I
I
I

I
I

Offer valid 8/15/95 10 12/ 31 /95. Offe r valid only on pur~hases usmg
a MasterCard® Card and when offer #9501 is
COllfGE
mentioned. Coupon n!ay not be :o~bined with
~:.·.· . )
any o~hcr coupon or~ho;count. ~h1ppmg and
handhng arc extra. ~1n:it one d1scou~t per
'W::1~~<:
purc~~e. Some resmcuons apply. Void where
~\ue;
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COLLEGE

.

Offer valid 8/15/<J? to 12/3 1/ 95. Offer vahd
only on purchases using a M~srerCa~d.1: Card
~nd when source key 75NY is mc.:naoncd.
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Join for only $15, instead of the regular $60 annual
membership. Then enjoy FR.EE lift tickets and savings
: up to 50% on lift tickets, resort lodging and djning,
1
etc., at top resorts East and West. A great gift for
: skiers/snowboarders. Call 1-800-800-2SKI (2754) to
1 join or for details and specials in your favorite areas
: and mention offer #15MCSKJ. Plus look for us on the
1 internet at URL http://www.skicard.co.m /skicard
I
I
I

-~

Offer valid 8115195 to 12131 /95. Offer valid only
COLLEGE
on pur:hast.;usi1~ga M~tcrCard'C:ard and when 0-~._.f.;.)
th~ #1_:1MCSKI.1s m~naoned.pe~1ls on . ,.
. . -::::=-~ .
skier d1sco~nts listed m 95/ 96 . Savings ~mdc ~
.;:~ •
mdudcd wnh each me_mbership. Hours. Mo~-Fn .
~SferVa\\¢
!:~ ~~ ~n~ ~t~ ~n~. ~~d:v~c~ ~r~1~1::d~ _____ ___ .J
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JOIN AND SAVE $45

:
:

i

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE

Invest .in your future and stay on top of current
developments with The Wall Street journal. For
a limited time only, use your MasterCard® Card
and pdy just $23 for a 12-week·subscription
to the nation's leading business publication.
To take advantage of th.is special offer, call
1-800-348-3555 and please refer to source

k
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SAVE UP TO $140

:

I

j
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Simplicity, comfort and style, .. that's_Tweeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
1- 800-999-7997 and receive a FR.EE catalog with
our latest styles. Place your order and save $10 on
any purchase of$50 or more when you use your
MasterCard® Card and mention the COLLEGE
MasterValues® offer #C3W A.

Offer and coupon valid 8115195 10 12/31195. Offer valid only on
purchases using a Mas1erCard® Card. Surrender
COLLEGE
coupon ar time of purchase. ~oupo? has no cash ( (
..::;::;:.)
value, and_m2y not be com?med with any
-~:~~~%
C?1:1pon, discount•. v~lue Right package or
Wk:?~~
v151on c?~c: plan. L1rn;t one _coupon per p~r~hase. ~\ue=;

L-S~e~p~1~-i~f~~C~'ll~. ~~d~v:c~c ~r~h:1~~

s

E E D

SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN'S APPAREL

Optical Center

I

MOTOPHOTO

50% OFF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
Take 50% off the regular price of processing and
printing on the first set of prints at MotoPhoto,
when you use your MasterCard ( Card. Cali
1-800-733-6686 for the location nearesc you.
Limit 1. Offer Not Valid Withouc This Cou pon.

Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos
are priced at $9.95 or less and are 100% satisfaction
guaranteed. Act now and get one video FREE
when you buy three and use your MasterCard®
Card. Call 1-800 -551-0262 for your FR.EE cataI
d k £ th CO
GEM
V l
og an as or e
LLE
aster a ues~
offer #1081-5999.

Offerand coupon valid 8115195 m 12/ 31 / 95. Cash r<dcniprion value
1/ 2011.0ffer valid only on purchases using a MmcrCard• Card. Surrender
coupon a1 rime of purchase Lm m one coupon P"' purchase Cannot
be combUled w11h any otheroffen ordiscouncs
COLLEGE
MocoPhoto Club M embers :ire cn culcd co ;ikc
100/o off th...e coupon pnce Offt:r v:ihd on C-.t 1
";{;~f"
process, 3:i mm film, and standard m~t!' pnnb
;:·#"«
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Offer valid 8/15/95 10 12/31 /95. Offer valid only
on purch3SCS using 3 M3.!>tcrC3rd't' C3 rd .m d w h c n u a
· •.::·,,.
~e COLLEGE MasterValu ~ offer #.1081 -~999
.. ~
L<; menuoncd: Offer. ma y not be com~mcd wuh
·$':

0

~J~~X:~~ ~c~Ji~:s~:Cm Coupon not
~rVa\~
~\t¢:
;;;;d~~~t~r °J;.r ~~i~s~~~~~· p?o~ib~~~~ for U .S. ~\ue;
: ~~~ ~~::e~~~dh:~i~;;ic1panng sto res only
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1 ~i~~~t ~~~rs:~~~F~:~cd~iKoum per pmon.
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A Division ofSony Music Ememinmen<. Inc.

SA VE 25%

2001 ·
7c0
Run into Herman's and save. Take 20% off your
next purchase of regular priced merchandise when
you use your MasterCard• Card. Find everything
you need at Herman's ... We Are Sports~ Offer
excludes certain merchandise. Coupon Required.

Save 25% off the regular price of the Aerosm.ith
collection, featuring all the original Columbia
albums. BOX OF FIRE includes a previouslyunreleased, 5-track bonus disc of Aero-rarities and
hard-to-find gems including "Subway'! "Circle Jerk"
and more! Order now and get 12 CDs for $89.99.
Call 1-800-322-3412 and ask for the COLLEGE
MasterV alues" Offer. Offer valid 8/15/95 w I 2/ 31 / 95. Offer

select Nike and Reebok Prestige product. Fila, Teva, Converse LJ.,
Asics 2001 and Rollerblade foorwear. Team Division merchandise,

is mentioned. Offer may not be combined
with any other discount. Shipping and tundling

no1 be co':'bined Mth any other discounc
or promooon. Lmut one coupon per

::d:h~~~:epc~t~c~i~~t~~~r~;e~rd

coin
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Offer and coupon valid 8115195 rn 12131195 _Offer valid only on purchases using a M:merCard» Card. Surrender coupon ac rime of purchase.
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woRoEii!ilEss

i

for Windows

1

SAVE 40% ON -.WINDOWS
WORD PROCESSOR
WordExpress makes it easy to create great looking
reports, term papers, essays and more. Top of the
line feature set, fast and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume TemJ>lates. Only $29 _95
when you use your MasterCard~ Card and mention
ffi WXO MC T
d
ll l 800 998 4555
~is~~ Us On -The ~rl~\;fd~3w eb At - .

W

gW,!~1~J~i~~~;~~~\%~~b~.~~~d

only on purchases using a MascerCard,a, Card
and when offer 'WXO-MC is mentioned.
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THE SHARPER IMAGE

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is easy at America's premier specialry
retailer of gift, fitness, recreational, travel, apparel
and more. Save 15% on a purchase of$75 or more
when you shop at any of our 75 store locations or
by mail order. Call 1-800-344-4444, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest you or
for a FR.EE catalog. Coupon R.equtred. Offer and coupon
valid 8115/95 10 12131/95. Offer valid only on purchas<S u>1n~h du

~;:;cdr;:~:,~~/~';'; ~~~ ~:~~~~~i~~~,~~~o~;~~~~~~ s':~~rs™ s
Prognm, Price Macching Policy, auction purchases. or oth<"r discouncs

~~~~;:;:~:-~=~~~=.~~~p~::~l<S C~E
to, and the nurumum purchase based on cuirent
merchandise pnccs.only, and cxcludc-s tax,
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•The UCF Sports Information Department is currently
looking for interns to assist with fall sports and get credit
if you are either a journalism/editing major or a public
relations major. For more information call Cory Rogers,
as.5istant sports information director, at 823-2142.

• VVide Area Coverage
• Unlim-ited Calls
• .O nly $9.991 Monthly

Vision Max
208 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32801
1/2 Mile East of I-4

(407) 649·0055
Every- Day

.

Low Prices For Your Visual
..

Needs

l

Eye Exams • Eyeglasses
• Contact
Lenses
.

extra cost.
l.:o~n expi~ 9~9:..J

lenses.
L.:o~n ~i~ 9~9~

play.

Harris.

Forward Sarah Kane scored in
the 24th minute to give the Golden
Knights a 2-0 lead in the first half.
Midfielder Arny Jones and O'Connor
were credited with the assist.
"Our attack was a lot more creative than it has been this season," said
Richter.
The Golden Knights lead grew
to 3-0when O'Connorwas the receiver
instead of the passer in the48th minute
when she chipped the ball overa charging goalkeeper early in the second half.
Defenseman Christy Parham assisted
in the play.
"JenniferO'Connorplayed ve1y,
very well this game," stressed Richter.
"She really stepped it up a level this
game."
Forward Kelly Shrum got involved in the scoring attack as well
when she headed a throw in into the net
in tlie 30th.minute. The Knight throwingthe ball in wasdefensemanMichele

"We were able to attack with
more people which made a big difference:· said Richter.
F1U did have one bright pot in
the game. Midfielder Jennifor Lieb put
one by goalkeeper Ally a O'Brien in
the 82nd minute.
'We played olid deten e with
the exception of the one breakdown at
the goal:' reiterated Richter.
In the 85th minute Jennifer
O'Connor almost scored her second
goal on a break away but was brought
down from behind by Golden Panther
midfielder Kym Kendall. Kendall was
ejected from the game when she received a red card. For the rest of the
game the Golden Knights had a man
advantage but could not capitalize.
The Knights will .pack its bags
and travel to Arkansas for the Arkansas
Adidas Classic on September 16th and
17th. They will not be home again until
the 28th of September.

Although it was a cloudy Sunday afternoon, the Golden Knights
shined against Trans American Athletic Conference rival Florida International University Golden Panthers.
With the victory over FIU 4-1,
the Golden Knights move to 3-1 overall this season while maintaining first
place in the TAAC with a record of30. The Golden Panthers fall to 2-2
overall and 1-2 in the TAAC.
"HU is traditionally a pretty
reputable program not only in the
TAAC but in the Southern Region,"
said head coach Karen Richter. 'They
have been regionally ranked before as
well as ranked nationally."
The Golden Knights wasted no
time when midfielder Ke1ly Stout
chipped the bal I into the back of the net
over Golden Panther goal~eeper
Martine Materasso in the 9th minute of

by TRAVIS BELL
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Staff writer

UCF loses to Clemson, but downs Wofford
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Golden Knights shine against RU, 4-1
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Staff writer

After struggling toa disappoint-:
ing 0-2 start in its own soccer classic,
the UCF (l-3) men's soccer team hit
the road for a pair of games. Losses to
Radford and Coastal Carohna were
rough enough, but then the Knights
had to visit the national powerhouse
Clemson Tigers.
Clemson, ranked third in the
nation by ISAA, defeated UCF handily 3-0. The Tigers took a 1-0 halftime
lead on a goal in the 31st minute.
Things did not get betterfor the Knights
in the second half. The Tigers struck
again in the 63rd minute and finished
. off the viCtory with its third goal in the

85th minute of the game.
The Golden Knights could
never get any momentum going as
was indicative by shots on goal, advantage to the Tigers 17-6. The loss
dropped UCF to 0-3 on the young
season.
'The players have reacted very
positivelytotheslowstart,"saidcoach
Bob Winch. "Our three losses have
come to very-good teams."
UCF then headed to
Spartanburg, SC, to face the Wofford
University Terriers. UCF dominated
the game throughout, over-powering
the Terriers for a 4-1 victory.
'The majordifference between
the first and fourth games were that the
players have finally settled in and we

have settled on a consistent lineup,"
said Winch.
Frederik Petterson gave
UCF the halftime lead with a late
goal in the 40th minute. Andy
Marin notched the assist on
Petterson's goal, and then Lars
Andersen scored an unassisted
goa·l in the 59th minute to give the
Golden Knights a 2-0 lead in the
second half. Andersen's goal was
the eventual game winner.
Wofford struck back, cutting
the UCF lead in half2-1 on a goal in the
60th minute of play. The Golden
Knights' final goal came in the 88th
minute from Daniel Schloss to seal the
victory. UCF dominated its first win,
controlling the shots on goat28-4.
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THE DAY BEFORE EACH
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A week off should help UCF players get healthy for FSU
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Assistant sports editor

The University of Central
Florida Golden Knights football
team has a bye this week before
playing in the biggest game in
UCF history against FSU on September 23. Although there is no
game on Saturday. the Knights
are still practicing this week in an
abbreviated form . In s t~ad of the
normal three hour practices, things
will be wrapped up in- two, but
there will still be plenty of work in
preparation for the number one
team in the nation.
On the subject of number

one, UCF has.the dubious distinction of playing two number one
teams back-to-back, making UCF
an anomaly t.o say th€ least. The
Knights play FSU, which is currently the number one ranked team
in Division J.:A football°, and then
travel to McNeese State, the numberonerankedDivisionI-AA team
the following week. It is an event
that has never happened before
for a school, and probably will not
happen again. Nonetheless, the
extra practice this week is more
than needed as the Knights prepare for this arduous task.
The extra rest will also help
as far as injuries are concerned.

UCF lnvita6onal should help Wentworth
gauge the Golden Knights progress
CROSS, from page 24
definitely moving in the right .direction.Mansur-Wentworth came
to UCF last December from USF,
where she served for three years
as an assistant coach. She says
this year's team, "has a great attitude, they are supportive of each
other and it has resulted in a good
team atmosphere."
In return, the runners have
nothing but positive feedback for
her.
"Our coach is really good,"
said Hill . Lipham added that she
is "thebestcoacb we've had here."
The first test for the crosscoun try team comes on September 15 when they are host to the

UCF Invitational, which starts at
6:00 p.m. on UCF's track.
"Florida's women ' s team
on paper look unbeatable,"
Mansur-Wentworth said. "If we
can get by everyone except UF,
possibly get our top runners in
Florida ' s top five, then that
would be great."
"Every other TAAC
school better look out this
year," said Lipham. "The
Knights have quality. It is not
unrealistic for both- th~ men 's
and women ' s teams to win the
conference and go even further:"
·•
It looks like Golden Knights
footballisn'ttheonlyUCF sportlooking
up
thi s
season.

Returning to the starting lineup
will be linebacker John Bryant.
The d~fense wil 1be further helped
by the return of cornerback Louis
Lubin and defensive tackle Curtis
Dix, which will add much needed
depth to the rotation. Cornell
Green will also be back to spell
relief as a backup to offensive
tackle Kevin Stewart. Receiver
Stuart Stype is practicing again
with the team after suffering a
knee injury and is expected to be
ready as a backup for the FSU
game.
Out for the Knights will be
receiver Rufus Hall, lost in last
Saturday's game to a torn ACL in
his left knee. Fortunately, center
Chris Wrenn, who also went out
in Saturday's game, will be ready
to play against FSU.
· "The 'Big Uglies' are always a little beat up," head coach
Gene McDowell said jokingly
about the offensive line. "But
they're always ready to go."
With Todd Cleavland out
for academics and the recent injury to Rufus Hall, Eddie Keyes is
the only receiver with experience
among a receiving core with three
freshmen, and he is taking his new
role seriously.
"I'm trying .to be first in
everything," explained Keyes.
'Tm · tryi_ng to lead them by example."
The injury situation is not
really of concern for McDowell
or Keyes, as both feel confident
with the job coach Wes Chandler
has done.

"Coach Chan.dler has prepared all of our receivers to be
almost interchangeable," continued Keyes.
Injuries or not, the show
must go on and UCF must be
prepared for FSU. No need to
worry though, since McDowell
and FSU head coach Bobby
Bowden are old friends and golf
buddies. McDoweII is going to
see if Bowden will spot the

Knights a handicap of about 49
points.
"I feel about this game as if
I were going to go to the Masters
and meet up with the best friend
I've ever had that I love to play
golf with," explained McDowell,
jokingly with a big grin. "And I
want to beat my friend' as if I
can. But he's obviously got a better handicap than I've got."
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The wonderful sport who inspired the wild card is back for it's
third week of gridiron combat and
wonderfully for you , the fanatical
football freak, I have been enlisted
as your tour guide. Be assured that
the betting lines are here for amusement purposes only, and not to
advocate gambling. If you buy that,
please don't gamble, you might get
suckered into believing the Bills
have something left. If you do,
however, use my picks for your
football pool, I expect a share of the
profits. With that said, it's geme
time!
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
(0-1) @ PHILADELPHIA
EAGLES (0-1) Eagles favor;d by
3. The defending AFC champions
relyonNatroneMeans to bowl over
opposing defenses. A revamped
Philly defensive line has to search
deep within themselves to stop the
massive. running back. UCF alum
Shawn Jefferson has become the
featured wideout of Stan
Humphiries. They hook up to burn
Philly's secondary, but it isn't
enough ........ Philadelphia 24 San
Diego 20.
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
(0-1) @ BUFFALO BILLS (0-1)
Bills favored by 2. Buffaludrags
its stars out of the Old Folks home
for an outing at Rich Stadium to
battle the up-and-coming Colts.
Marshall Faulk stumbled out of the
gate, but now looks like he can run
circles around Buffalo' s defense.
With a quarterback controversy
brewing up in Indy, ex-Bue Craig
Erickson hopes Sean Dawkins
catches enough of his passes to keep
him as the starter. Thurman Thomas
runs canies the ball well but it's
obvious his best days are behind
him ......... Indianapolis 27 Buffalo 16.
OAKLAND RAIDERS (10) @ KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
(1-0) Chiefs favored by 3.
The silver and black attack
looks like it's back. However, Kansas City isn't the type of creme puff
team the Raiders are used to devouring. Steve Bono apparently learned
something from that guy Joe before
taking over at QB. It's obvious he
definitely learned who his main target should be. The Willie Davis and
Lake Dawson show continues, as
Greg Hill continues his growth as an
NFL running back. Raider running
back Harvey Williams couldn't run
a token booth, much less a football.
Rookie Napoleon Kaufman bails
him out, but can't bail out L.A., uh,
Oakland ........ Kansas City 23
Oakland 14.
CLEVELAND BROWNS
(1-0)@ HOUSTON OILERS (10) Browns favored by 7.
Games like this shouldn't be
played. It's like matching some recreational league hoops team against ·
the Rockets. Unfortunately for
Houston, it's their turn to burden the
handicap. Who's Chris Chandler?
No offense means no points, especially against a vicious DawgPound
defense. Andre Rison and Michael
Jackson will be so open that even 1
color blind Vinny Testaverde will 1
spot them. Expect to see Eric Zeier
in mop up duty sometime in this
game, and that's not a good thing for
the Oilslicks. Where's that smoke
coming from_? Oh, it's just the Oiler
secondary getting burned ........
Cleveland 34 Houston 3.
ST. LOUIS RAMS (1-0) @
CAROLINA PANTHERS (0-1)

Rams favored by 1.
It's not easy to tell who the
expansion team is in this match up
of NFL lowlifes. The folks in Carolina are licking their chops in anticipation of facing something with as
much (or as little) talent as they
have. QB Frank Reich hooks up
with former Bill buddies Don Beebe
and Pete Metzelaars, while mixing
in the run by handing off to tailback
Randy Baldwin. Who's
Randy Baldwin? The
Rams will be asking the
same question, and wondering how to stop him.
They might even con- ,,,
sider sending w·orthless
washout running back
Jerome Bettis in exchange for him ........ .
Carolina 16 St Louis
14.
ATLANTA
FALCONS (1-0) @
NEW
ORLEANS
SAINTS (0-1) Saints
favored by 4.
. If two NFL franchises could ever be proclaimed as cosmic twins;
they would definitely be
these two teams. Neither has ever
been to a Super Bowl, they've suffered thr9ugh long periods of futility chasing the 49ers, have head
coaches who are constantly criticized and second guessed and have
quarterbacks starting their second
year with the club in Jim Everett of
the Saints and Jeff George of Atlanta. This NFC West showdown
should see the wide recei vi,ng corps
cancel each other out, while neither
team has much of a running game.
The difference in this game will turn
out to be the one thing they don't
have in common: Kicker Morten
Andersen, the former Saint kicking
legend now booting field goals for
the Falcons. He'll decide this ·
game ............ Atlanta 24 New Orleans 22.
ARtzONA CARDINALS
(0-1) @DETROIT LIONS (0-1)
Lions favored by 6. Sparks are sure ·
to fly in the Motor City as Gen.
Buddy Ryan leads his defensiverninded Cardinals into the
Silverdome against Barry Sanders
and the Lions, who might actually
have learned how to play defense
this year. Lion quarterback Scott

Mitchell is still trying to prove he is
worth the money Detroit dished out
to get him. Wide recei vers Herman
Moore and Johnny Morton will do
everything they can to help him do
that. In his way is the Arizona mercenary defense, who can't possibly
be expected to lead a Cardinal victory without an offense. After all
can you name me one effective offensive player for Arizona besides

eITatic RB Garrison Hearst? Didn't
think so ........... Detroit 23 Arizona 14.
NEW YORK GIANTS (01) @ GREEN BAY PACKERS
(0-1) Pack favored by 5..
Oh Sterling, where have you
gone?Why are you analyzing games
on ESPN instead of catching Brett
Favre's passes? Lawrence Taylor,
why don't you get out of that
headlock Barn Barn Bigelow has
you in and come back to glory? Oh,
well. I guess they're not coming
back, which means this is just another game on the schedule instead
of a special occasion. Maybe Giant
running back Herschel Walker is
thinking the same as he watches
Packer Edgar Ben nett dismantle the
New York defense the same way he
used to. Phil Simms, have you
gotten sick of NBC yet? ........... .
Green Bay 24 New York 17.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS (1-0) @SAN FRANCISCO
49ERS (1-0) Niners favored by 6.
Wow, the49ers are actually playing
a real opponent this year. I don't
think they've played one since the
'93 playoffs. Drew Bledsoe and his
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no-name receivers ride into 'Frisco
with hopes of burning the Deionless secondary . Rookie waterbugback Curtis Martin continues to
impress. However, the combination
of Steve Young to JeJTy Rice, John
Taylor, Brent Jones and William
Floyd prevail in the end. I hate those
!#@#!*.I hope I'm wrong on this
one ............ San Francisco 31 New
England 27.
CINCINNATI
BENGALS (1-0) @ SEATTLE SEAHA WKS
(0-1) Seahawks favored
by 1. Poor Brian Blades.
Troubles just keep mounting up with him with the
manslaughter charge filed
against him. I'm sure
Seahawk coach Dennis
Erickson is pleased to
have a Miami alum like
him on his side going into
a battle with red hot
Sanford bred QB Jeff
Blake and the Bengals.
Rick Mirer will be happy
to have him in the lineup
along with rookie wide
outJoey Galloway as they
hook up to kill Cincy.
Boy, do they blow them away! Seattle ·reall y murders them .......... .
Seattle 34 Cincinnati 17.
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS (0-1)@ NEWYORKJETS
(0-1) Jets favored by 4.
This has got to be the ugliest
game in the history of football. Honestly, I don't even want to pick the
winnerofthis game because it blows
my mind that one of these teams can
actually win. It should be called a 00 tie. Either that or forfeited. The
Jaguars are an expansion team so
they're excused, but the Jets have
been around forever, and they still
suck. How can Ryan Yarborough,
Charles Wilson, Tyrone Davis and
· Wayne Chrebet be a team's receiving crew? Poor Boomer. ........... .
Jacksonville 21 New York 20.
WASHINGTON
REDSKINS (1-0) @ DENVER
BRONCOS (0-1) Broncos favored
by8.
Gus Frerotte in, golden boy
Heath Shuler out. At least for the
time being, that is. Honestly, this
probably helps the Skins more than
it hurts them. Terry Allen can't be
for real, can he? Too bad an exciting

young team li ke Washington has to
run into someone like Denver this
early in theseason.JohnElway is on
a mission, and I doubt any prisoners
are being taken. Looks like Shannon Sharpe is picking up the family
slack for Sterling, which is good for
the Hors ies .... ....... .. Denver 30
Washington 16.
CIIlCAGOBEARS (l-0)@
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
(1-0) Pick 'em game.
The Bears have always had
their bruising defense going · for
them. It's their trademark. Now as
they continue to develop an offense
to go with them, they run into Tampa,
whose defense, made up mostly of
first round picks, continues to gain
respect among the leag~e. An added
plus will be the play of prize free
agent catch Alvin Harper, who gives
Trent Dilfer another deep threat. It
will be Eric Rhett who controls this
game though, as the former Gator
runs right through Chicago's defense ............. Tampa Bay 19 Chicago 13.
DALLAS COWBOYS (10) @ MINNESOTA VIKINGS
(0-1) 'Boys favored by 7.
The ' Boys look like
gangbusters. Barry Switzer has them
so focused on a return to the Super
Bowl thatldon'tthink they ' vebothered to notice that those our NFL
teamsthey'retramplingoveron their
way. Emmitt Smith looks more unstoppable each game he plays,
while Troy Aikman's utilization of
Jay Novacek has paid ·off. Don ' t
mistake the fact that Minnesota has
a talented team, but neither Warren
Moon, Cris Carter, or the loud
Metrodome fans can save them from
this beating ............. Dallas38 Minnesota 11.
MONDAY NIGHT
MATCH-UP
PITTSBURGH
STEELERS (1-0) @ MIAMI
DOLPHINS (1-0) Fish favored
by6.
A week one game has probably never meant as much to anyone
as it did to Pittsburgh in its opener
against Detroit. Yes, they won the
game but they ended up losing Pro
Bowl cornerbackRod Woodson and
dependable QB Neil O'Donnell.
Barn Morris is proving himself to be
a franchise running back, but he
can't stop the tremendously powerful Dolphins by himself. Face it, the
Steel Curtain defense isn't the same
without Woodson , and Dan Marino
will make that evident... ......... Miami 27 Pittsburgh 17.
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O Anything less than
a TAAC title this
season would be a
disappointment for
the Golden Knights.
by MIKE HORNBURG
Staff writer

photo/STRODE

The UCF cross-country team is looking for freshman Lou
Snelling to make a big contribution this seas.on.

"This is UCF' s best team
ever," said UCF cross-country
coach Marcia Mansur-Wentworth.
"Our goal is to win the TAAC
conferencechampionship. Weare
also going to field a full team at
regionals foi· the first time, with
our goal being a top 15 finish."
The atmosphere surrounding the men's and women's crosscountry team has changed considerably in a year's time. After fourth
place finishes at last year's conference championships, both
teams are looking at the 1995 campaign as a time for personal records
to broken as well as winning the
coveted T AAC championship.
Mansur-Wentworth has
good reason to_be optimistic. Both
the men's and women's teams
contain· a proper combination of
youth and experience.
The men's team is led by
Eric Lipham, who this year has
taken on the role as student-assis-

tant, coach and team captain.
·'Erik is taking his role as
team captain very seriously," said
Mansur-Wentworth. "Though he
can only run individually becau e
he is out of eligibility, he is a big
example to the others. He will
carry the team."
Senior Rene Plasencia and
sophomore Jason Sullivan, as well
as newcomers Danny Incantalupo,
Lou Snelling and Troy Davis
round out the top five.
Plasencia finished eighteenth at last year's TAAC championships, while Sullivan "had a
great summer of training and has
a positive attitude," stated MansurWentworth. lncantalpulo, a junior transfer from UT-Chattanooga,
has a five-mile time of 26:40 to
his credit.
"He is an experienced runner with great potential," said a
confident Mansur-Wentworth.
Lou Snelling is an upcoming freshman from Seminole High
School with loads of potential.
"During his senior year,_he
never lost a race until the state
meet," commented Lipham. "He
finished third after being 40th after the first mile. He should be top
five."
Troy Davis is ajuniortransferfrom Brevard Community Col. lege, ajuniorcollegerunningpow-

erhou e in South Carolina.
"He has great potential a
distance runner and will ~hallenge
for the top pot in· 1995 .. notes
Wentworth. Jeff Budd, Toby
Berndt, Brian Wenhold, Shan
Brooks and Ru Miller make up
the re t of a very talented and deep
men's team.
The women's tenrn i once
again led by junior Heather
Schultz, who is retw-ning a the
number one runner for the econd
straight year. Wentworth ays he
has an outstanding shot at breaking through at regionals. Seniors
Jeanne Lesniak, whom MansurWentworth said made incredible
progress last year during track season and Tiffany Hill, along with
Ktanah Bresnick and Micah
Adraini, round out the top five for
the upcomong season. Nicole
Grappo, Kim Krienke, Meg
Knapp, Jennifer Pewitt, Lorena
Valenzuela
and
Valerie
Valenzuela are among the other
returnees in a very deep squad,
which also includes freshmen
April Vitori and local product
Christy Miller. Miller, from
Bishop Moore High School, was
the subject of several Sentinel
articles last· year.
The cross-country team is
see CROSS, page 22

Rufus Hall's injury makes senior Eddie Keyes UCPs go-to receiver
anterior cruciate ligament.
of the game, which may have been his
Coming off his finest perfor- last of the season, bailed the Golden
mance as a Golden Knight just nine Knights out of a third-and-five situaAs if losing Tcxld Cleveland at daysearlier, witheightcatchesfor 109 tion inside the IO-yard line to set up
the beginning of the year wasn't yards and three touchdowns, Hall UCF' s first score.
enough of a set back, _the UCF Golden picked up right where he left off. His
Coming down with the ball
Knights football program will again pass catching abilities combined with inside the five, Hall was tackled from
s~ another receiver lost for the seatightly run routes had him seemingly behind causing his left knee to hyperson.
becoming freshman sensation Daunte extend. ·Trainer Kevin Mercuri was
After matching his 1994 sea- Culpepper' s favorite target.
-99% confident in his diagnosis of
son totals in the 1995 season opener,
Ittook Hall less than a quarter to Hall's injury being a tom ACL and
Rufus Hall will be sidelined for the wear out his welcome in the Carson- planned to confirm it after an MRI.
remainder of the season due to a torn Newrnan secondary: Hjs third catch .
Although Hall's presence at the
wide-out position will be missed, there
are others that proved to be capabl_e of
filling the hole. Freshman Mark
Nonsant stepped up admirably when
Hall went down. Showing his deep
threat capabilities, he burned the
Carson-Newman secondary on a thirdand-long for a 52 yard gain. "Rufus is
too tough to sit out the season," said
Nonsan t. "But if he can't step up_then
I'll step up behind him."
Equally effective in a back-up
roll was freshman Reggie Doster who
finished the game with five catches for
90 yards, including a six-yard reception that he turned intoa52-yardsprint
for a touchdown.
The wide receiver position has
been paying dues from day one and
will be a concern for the Golden
Knights if injury continues to plague
them. Stuart Stipe, who was to start at
wide receiver al the beginning of the
season, had been sidelined before the
season began with a bruised knee. His
return is greatly anticipated as the
GoldenKnightsarefindingthemselves
reaching deep into theif very talented,
but young corps of receivers.
Through all the set backs this
photo/HUNT
unithasexperiencedoptimismremains.
Reginald Doster is one of the freshman being counted on to
·'Rufus is a great player and
step up because of the knee injury suffered by Rufus Hall.
those are some big shoes to fill:' said
by TIM SPRINGER

Staff writer

Eddie Keyes had two receptions for 51 yards last Saturday
in UCF's 35-21 victory over Division II Carson-Newman.

wide receiver Eddie Keyes. "But we
have some able young playe~ that
coach [Wes] Chandler has been working with and we probably won't even
miss a step."
With the UCF running game
causing the opposition to become susceptible to the pass, the burden of the
Golden Knights success is leaning on
the receivers. An arm like Cul pepper's
needs tfilgetsand though there area few
young speedsters that are more than

willing to get their hands in the game,
their health is imperali veto this team's
succes.
Wide receivers' coach Wes ~·
Chandler feels confident that his unit
will be fine. "At some point in time
these young guys have to play," said
Chandler. "I don't look at them as
freshman, the best players qualify to
dress out for this football tcarn and
some of them just happen to be freshmen.''

